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Electricity sector needs to switch to a
cyber-first mindset
Wherever connectivity goes, vulnerability follows.
Erik Laykin, head of global data risk at Duff & Phelps,
uses the example of autonomous vehicles to argue
that as the power sector becomes more central to
our lives, electricity businesses must switch to a
cybersecurity-first mindset.
ot only is cybersecurity critical to protecting utility
businesses from harm but it is fast becoming a means
of differentiation and competitive advantage,” he
stressed, suggesting the current trend towards “autonomous vehicles are just the start. Power is set to be the platform our
world is built on.”
The technical complexity of autonomous electric vehicles makes it
necessary that all parts can communicate with each other. Connectivity
is vital as electrification progresses but the ubiquity of the internet has
led to the rise of a whole range of bad actors, using malware and hacking
attacks to steal and extort by exploiting any weakness they can find.
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The battery is the bull’s-eye
A car’s battery is a tempting target for those with ill intentions. Not only
is it the very source of propulsion that enables the vehicle to move, but it
is also the only component that will be hooked up to, and communicating with, all other parts of the vehicle. This means more opportunities
for infection, and a higher likelihood that once in, malware can spread to
other parts of the car.

For the electric power industry, this is an unprecedented challenge.
For years, it has been able to channel electricity in one direction to its
consumers. But it is increasingly becoming the platform upon which the
rest of society is built. Autonomous vehicles and healthcare applications
are just two examples, but the Internet of Things (IoT) could just as easily be called the Internet of Power, the way in which it intersects with
and depends upon the smart grid to fully function.

Connectivity requires a new culture
The new role of power producers requires a new culture. A culture which
sees everyone, from engineers to executives, looking up beyond mere functionality to ensure that their products and solutions are safe and secure.
continued on page 2

E.ON installs AI to preempt
potential power failures
German energy giant E.ON has developed and deployed technology using artificial intelligence to predict and locate deficiencies in the operation of electricity
grids long before they escalate into failure and power outages. This AI-based
method has been in use at medium voltage grids of Schleswig-Holstein Netz, a
grid operator belonging to E.ON Group, for around nine months.
he new forecasting approach, also known
as predictive maintenance, extrapolates
on a variety of data such as the age and
type of the power lines, maintenance and
weather data as well as real-time information on
current load behaviour.
By identifying potential sources of failure,
the number of faults can be reduced because the
sources of a defect can be eliminated before the
predicted failure occurs. To capitalize on this,
E.ON has accelerated the implementation of
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“It’s not an easy ask. Culture change is
tricky at the best of times, but it’s even harder
when technology is changing at this pace –
and the threats are evolving with it,” Mr
Laykin said. Regulations aren’t keeping
up – making it even more important that

companies take matters into their own hands
to establish ever-improving minimum standards to ensure that our power platform is
protected.
In his view, it is even more important to ensure that these organisations are talking to each

other – sharing information, insight and ideas
from their own unique experiences.
“Too often those faced with cyberthreats
bury their heads in the sand when in fact they
should be joining together to tackle the issue
head-on,” he concluded.
n

China's SPIC teams up with Siemens, Ansaldo
to develop gas turbine
Eager to develop proprietary gas turbine technology, State Power Investment Corporation (SPIC) of China has
signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Siemens in early July to explore technology cooperation
with a view of enhancing its heavy duty gas turbine programme. Just a few weeks later, SPIC signed a cooperation agreement with Ansaldo Energia to achieve mutually beneficial results in the heavy duty gas turbine
area and set up a durable win-win partnership.
s one of the world's most important markets for large gas turbines,
China is expected to intensify its
investment in large gas turbine
technology.
Commenting on the technology collaborations, SPIC-chairman Qian Zhimin said: "We
are actively developing and implementing the
China Heavy Duty Gas Turbine program. The
collaborations with Siemens and other multinational gas turbine companies will accelerate the
progress of this program. “Both Siemens and
SPIC have complementary strengths in the energy sector,” he said, suggesting there will be
space and scope to work together in more business areas in the future.
The Siemens/SPIC accord, signed during

A

a visit of the Chinese Premier Le Keqian to
Berlin in early July, stipulates that the German OEM will support SPIC to conduct research and development for heavy-duty gas
turbines and provide training and technical
consultation for SPIC. In return, this cooperation leverages Siemens technology leadership
in support of China's goal to independently
develop and build its own heavy-duty gas
turbine.
Ansaldo Energia, an Italian OEM, has also
been working on establishing close business relations with SPIC and on July 20 the two companies signed a Cooperation MoU to develop a
new gas turbine. The accord confirms
Ansaldo’s willingness to support in its independent research and development work on heavy

duty gas turbines and to provide specialized
training and technical advice to SPIC research
and development engineers.
“The possible alliance with SPIC is part of
Ansaldo Energia strategy to reinforce the already strong alliance with key players in the
Chinese power generation sector with SEC,
holding an equity stake of 40%” Giuseppe
Zampini, Ansaldo Energia CEO, said after
sealing the deal in Beijing on July 20. “The
Chinese National Plan for Heavy Duty Gas
Turbines is a significant initiative for Ansaldo
Energia in a spirit of consolidating a long-lasting partnership with Chinese industry and in
accordance with Chinese government strategy
to develop independent Chinese gas turbine
technology under SPIC guidance.”
n
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around a dozen grid maintenance projects at
Schleswig-Holstein Netz.
After nine months, the results of the new
AI-based predictive maintenance are “astonishing,” said Thomas König, responsible for
E.ON’s German grid business. “The probability that we can predict a defect in the power
grid has increased by a factor of two to three,"
he explained "And our customers benefit as
well because possible sources of error that we
identify in advance reduce the number of faults
and make our grid more stable."

AI enhances planning for
grid expansion
The new technology also improves planning
for the new grid construction projects. Multiple power transmission grid expansion projects are underway, or at an advanced
planning stage, in Germany in order to transport excess wind energy produced in the north
of the country to centres of demand in the

southern states Hesse, Baden-Württemberg
and Bavaria.
For citizen, improved maintenance means
less earthwork for repair purposes while for
municipal utilities itself the technology offers
the prospect of allocating budgets and planning
investments better in advance. E.ON stressed it
has continuously improved the security of supply in its networks in recent years. At
Schleswig-Holstein Netz AG, for example, the
average downtime was just 8.85 minutes in
2016, around a third lower than the nationwide average of 12.8 minutes.
In January, E.ON took AI to the world of
manufacturing companies by investing in a
software startup Sight Machine from San Francisco. The expertise of Sight Machine in the
field of digital manufacturing, machine learning and advanced analytics is now being integrated with E.ON's expertise in the energy
industry to develop digital solutions for the
European market.
n
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Wärtsilä launches hybrid solar PV and energy storage
Finland’s technology group Wärtsilä has launched an integrated solar PV and energy storage to deliver a true
“renewables as baseload” solution that increases resilience and efficiencies. The adaptable Wärtsilä Hybrid
Solar can be supported by a power producer’s existing grid infrastructure.
y 2040, generating capacity will surge
by 60% globally with renewables set
to make up more than 45% of that
total, according to EIA estimates. As
the world moves towards 100% renewable energy, both traditional utilities and independent
power producers (IPPs) are motivated to harness its potential.
The hybrid energy storage allow utilities to
transform the efficiency and reliability of their
fossil generating assets with an adaptable solar
PV plant that can support its baseload power
needs, explained Magnus Miemois, director
hybrids at Wärtsilä Energy Solutions.
Software and performance optimization are
critical components to maximise the value of
the hybrid solution. Greensmith Energy, part of

B

Cumulative fuel savings for hybrid plant

Wärtsilä, develops and deploys the GEMS platform, now in its fifth-generation. GEMS’ intelligent energy applications focus on monitoring
and operating energy storage and hybrid power
plants. The system optimizes both energy storage and generation assets through changes in
market conditions and rate structures.

Hybrid power plant
Apart from Hybrid Solar, Wärtsilä recently
delivered another hybrid – a 15 MW solar PV
hybrid power plant – to Essakane Solar SAS
in Burkina Faso, which operates with 55 MW
Wärtsilä thermal power plant. Hereby, solar
photovoltaic and gas engines are being operated in synchronisation, forming the largest
engine-solar hybrid power plant in Africa.
Coordinated usage of engines and
solar power allows the mine to decrease its fuel consumption by approximately 6 million litres per year
and to reduce its annual CO2 emissions by 18,500 tons (see graph).
Helsinki-headquartered Wärtsilä’s net sales totalled €4.9 billion
in 2017 with approximately 18,000
employees. The company has 67
GW of installed power plant capacity in 177 countries worldwide. n

Toshiba achieves first fire for new
combustor at NET demo plant
First fire of Toshiba’s 50 MW(th) commercial-scale combustor has
been carried out at NET Power’s oxy-combustion CO2 power-cycle
demonstration plant in La Porte, Texas. Testing uses CO2 working fluid
to produce low-cost electricity while virtually eliminating emissions of
nitrogen oxides (NOx) and other pollutants.
ithin the process, CO2 is separated and collected at high-pressure within the system, with no
requirement for additional carbon capture equipment or processes. It realizes
near-full carbon capture without any increase
in the cost of electricity.
Moving ahead after the first fire in midJune, Toshiba ESS will continue combustion testing to evaluate the performance of
the combustor and the demonstration plant.
The next phase will be to integrate the combustor with a turbine that makes very efficient use of high pressure, high temperature
CO2 to generate electricity.
“Our goal now is to help realize a 300MW
class system, and to secure our position as a

W

global leader in the development of turbomachinery for supercritical CO2 power plants,”
said Takao Konishi, director power systems.
Japan’s Toshiba ESS is developing the system
together with four American companies, namely
NET Power, 8 Rivers Capital, McDermott, and
Exelon Generation.
n

NET Power's 50 MWth demo plant

SEC starts up
1,390-MW hybrid
power plant at
Waad Al Shamal
Saudi Electricity Company (SEC) has commenced full commercial operation of hybrid gas and solar plant at the Waad Al
Shamal mining city in the northern part of
Saud Arabia. Of the plant’s total 1,390-MW
capacity, 50 MW will come from a solar
power component while the majority will
be provided by a combined-cycle gas
power station, built by GE under a $988
million full turnkey EPC contract.
The hybrid power plant is part of SEC’s
integrated strategy to implement power
generation projects that take into account
environmental conditions of the region notably its high suitability for solar power, explained SEC CEO Ziyad Al Shiha. To
ensure stable power supply to the Waad Al
Shamal mining city, SEC invested in building new transmission lines and substations.
Highlighting the clean energy technology employed at the hybrid plant, Al Shiha
explained “the new plant adopts the integrated composite cycle system (ISCCP) and
modern gas turbine techniques that reduce
carbon emissions and nitrogen oxides to reduce environmental pollution, increase efficiency and produce 50 MW through the
concentrated solar power (CSP)"
One of the gas turbines employed at
the CCGT was manufacured in Saudi
Arabia at GE’s Manufacturing Technology
Center in Dammam, making a contribution
to local labour requirements of the Saudi
government.
The Waad Al Shamal mining city is currently under construction on a remote Saudi
plateau just below the border with Jordan.
Bechtel is overseeing the engineering and
construction of the new complex near Turayf that will cover a total area of more than
440 kilometres both for urban dwellings
and the city’s associated mining complex.
Construction of the city began in 2013.
The city is designed to have a population of
100,000 and an associated mining complex,
with the newly inaugurated 1,390-MW hybrid gas and solar plant set to covering
most of the city’s energy needs.
n
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Shell steps up its offer on hydrogen
Royal Dutch Shell is investing in hydrogen and has singled out the fuel in its Future Energy Scenarios as one
of the world’s energy pathways towards reaching the emission reduction targets of the Paris agreement.
Hydrogen, produced by electrolyzing water, can be stored in the gas network for later use as a fuel in the
transport and power sectors.

hell’s “Sky Scenarios” draws a technologically, industrially and economically
possible route towards achieving net
zero emissions by year 2070. The share
of electricity in final energy consumption in
this scenario is forecast to rise from 18% today
to 26% by 2030. At the same time, renewable
energy will overtakes fossil fuels such as oil,
gas and coal as the primary source of energy in
the 2050s; which is why technical innovations
in the field of energy storage are vital to solve
the so-called “intermittency dilemmas”.
According to Shell projections, the share of
hydrogen in total final energy consumption rises
from less than 1% before 2040, to 6% by 2070.
It is used as a high-density and storable energy
source in transport and industry. The high versatility of hydrogen means it can be burnt in furnace of gas-fired power stations and used as a
fuel for cars. In the automotive industry, Shell
and its consortium-partners in Europe are now
accelerating the deployment of at least 400 hydrogen refueling stations, primarily in Germany.

S

Variable use of hydrogen
Hydrogen is versatile in use and can serves as a
feedstock for advanced biofuels. In Bangalore,
India, Shell New Energies has built a demon-

stration plant that will turn
700
waste – including food,
Solid Fuels
600
cardboard, plastics and
Gaseous Fuels
500
paper – into petrol or
Liquid Fuels
400
diesel that can power cars.
300
The process has been de200
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research centre, the Gas
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Technology Institute, and
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is called IH2.
The IH2 process uses
Source: Shell analysis, SKY scenario
heat, hydrogen and cataNote: In SKY, deep electrification occurs across the energy system, but molecules remain an important energy carrier
lysts to convert large
molecules of the sort found in waste into
tion to a low-carbon energy system. The council
smaller fragments. Oxygen and other contamicomprises 18 CEOs of energy, transport and innants are removed to create two pure elements:
dustrial multinational, seeking to accelerate inhydrogen and carbon. The two are then comvestment in the development and
bined to create hydrocarbon molecules: petrol,
commercialization of the hydrogen and fuel-cell
diesel and jet fuel.
sectors. It provides recommendations to ensure
In Canada, Shell operates the Quest CCS
appropriate conditions are in place to facilitate
project in Alberta that captures and stores CO2
the deployment of hydrogen technologies.
from the Scotford Upgrader which turns bituIn January 2017, the council published a
men into synthetic crude oil using hydrogen.
report: “How hydrogen empowers the energy
transition,“ which further details hydrogen’s
Hydrogen Council
potential. In November 2017, the group launched
Shell and other companies at the beginning of
a second report, called “Hydrogen, scaling up,”
2017 launched the Hydrogen Council in a bid to
outlining a path to greater hydrogen deployraise the profile of hydrogen’s role in the transiment and its role in the energy transition.
n

SoCalGas, Énergir collaborate on Power-to-Gas
Southern California Gas Co. (SoCalGas) has joined forces with Énergir, a Canadian gas utility, along with French
utilities GRDF and GRTgaz, focusing on research into clean energy sources. Targeted innovations include
renewable natural gas, solar-powered hydrogen generation, fuel cells, power-to-gas and energy storage.
he collaboration between the American,
Canadian and French utilities will allow
them to participate in R&D initiative
and learn from corresponding regulatory
frameworks. France, for once, has adopted a
renewable gas standard that calls for renewable
natural gas to make up at least 30%of natural
gas consumption by 2030.
In North America, SoCalGas is supporting
legislation in California that would require 5%
of core natural gas consumption in the state to
come from renewable sources by 2030. Énergir has a target to distribute 5% of renewable
natural gas by 2025 and is working towards efforts to have a fully developed renewable natural gas marketplace by 2020.
Energy storage, particularly long-term storage, is another focus of joint research. By
2025, between 3,300 and 7,800 GWh of excess
solar and wind energy will be wasted in California alone, according to a Lawrence Berkley

T

National Lab study. Hence, SoCalGas is supporting R&D of technologies that can harness
that excess renewable electricity and convert it
into energy that can be transported and stored
for prolonged periods of time, using existing
infrastructure.
In southern France, GRTgaz has started
construction on an industrial-scale power-togas demonstration project. Jupiter 1000 will
convert surplus electricity generated by wind
farms on the Mediterranean coast of southern
France into hydrogen and methane syngas for
injection into France’s gas pipeline system.
When completed, Jupiter 1000 will have a total
generating capacity of 1 MWe.
“Advances in natural gas
technologies have helped clean
our air and helped reduce
emissions linked to climate
change,” said Sharon Tomkins,
vice president of customer

solutions and strategy for SoCalGas. “Together
the work we’re doing today will help provide
reliable and affordable natural gas service to
millions of families and businesses for decades
to come.”
n

Engie’s Jupiter power-to-gas project
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Bilfinger customers to benefit from integrated
engineering via Cosmos
Bilfinger, an industrial service provider, is driving forward internal digitalization by using Siemens’ Comos
Engineering & Maintenance Platform across its many sites and subsidiaries. The deal gives Siemens access
to feedback on how SMEs are utilizing using the platform – useful insights to selectively drive forward further
development of the software.
y using Comos, we are driving
the standardization of our engineering tools forward to a
new level,” said Tom Blades,
board chairman at Bilfinger. “This enables us
as a company group to offer broad-based support from every one of our different sites to
customers in the implementation of their engineering projects.”

“B

Vision for digitalization
For Siemens, Bilfinger is “ideally qualified” to
integrate valuable knowledge into the software
system because of its many decades of engineering and maintenance experience and expertise in the petrochemical, pharmaceutical,
chemical, oil and gas industries. The partnership provides “theory with practise,” given that
Siemens gets direct feedback about the usage.
“Our vision for digitalization envisages predictive maintenance as a preliminary stage to
prescriptive maintenance and prescriptive analytics," said Blades. Against this backdrop
Comos allows for market-ready development
of digital innovations for the process industry.
Eckard Eberle, CEO of Process Automation
(PD PA) pointed out that in Bilfinger, Siemens
has found “a partner capable of enriching the
Comos software with industry-specific knowledge.” Customers are meant to benefit from Bilfinger's pre-configured expertise, with Comos

set to speed up the value creation process.
As a plant engineering and plant management software, Comos includes process engineering of components and plants all the way
through to complete automation. It provides a
consistent system landscape from engineering
through to operation, enhancing efficiency
across the plant life cycle.

Walkinside Asset
Owner operators by means of Cosmos Walkinside Asset VP can create static environments
that can be used during the daily operation over

The whole LNG Market
at your fingertips
•

Increased market visibility through a quick “lowdown of the market”
on Monday morning and detailed “bird’s eye” view of the past month

•

Break-down and ilustration of complex LNG trade relations backed
by real data to increase feel for the market

•

Access to pre-digested primary market data

•

Consistent & systematic market perspectives

•

Market and fleet overview in one convenient package

www.lngunlimited.com

the entire asset lifecycle.
Right from the design phase, where owner
operators give feedback through accessibility
design reviews or safety design reviews, Cosmos is used to intuitively walk through the engineered 3D project, making complicated
engineering tools redundant. The software can
be applied for planning phases such as commissioning, maintenance operations, daily
tasks such as inspections, or alarm mitigation.
Operators can hence make better, faster, and
safer decisions - even remotely - without having to visit the asset.
n
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Australia poised to be “leader in
energy storage,” Finkel report says
Alan Finkel, Australia’s chief scientist, has highlighted the country’s potential to become a world leader in
energy storage, including renewable hydrogen. Large-scale deployment of energy storage, however, requires
a smarter electricity grid and mechanisms to empower consumers to manage their costs.
e are entering an era of
rapid technological
transformation in electricity generation and
usage,” Dr Finkel said in a statement. “Energy
storage technologies can not only help us benefit from the transition but to prosper through
the creation of new industries, new jobs and
opening up export markets.”
In his latest report, Taking Charge: The
Energy Storage Opportunity for Australia,
Finkel updates a more detailed report on energy storage by the Australian Council of
Learned Academies (ACOLA) released in
November 2017.
The modular nature of batteries means they
can be scaled up, if needed, given that they are
typically installed close to where they are
needed which makes the transmission costs either small or non-existent. “In some cases, batteries can save investment costs by avoiding
the need to upgrade distribution lines in cities,”
the report noted.

“W

awarded a 100 MW/129 MWh battery storage
project to French renewable energy developer,
Neoen, along with Tesla. The system came online in Q1 2018, and as of now, is the largest deployed lithium-ion battery system in the world.
The asset has been contracted to provide contingency reserves and blackstart operations, and
also receives merchant revenue for frequency
regulation and energy market participation.
“Before getting ousted in the recent elections, South Australia's Labour Party announced Australia's first storage target with
a 25% of system peak by its goal in 2025,”
he remarked.
At the heels of South Australia's procurement, the state of Victoria announced a $25
million energy storage initiative in March
2018. As part of the programme, the state has
awarded two projects totalling 55 MW/80
MWh that will be used for providing transmission deferral services and renewable integration applications, respectively.

Sizable pipeline of projects
Important front-of-the-meter market
Commenting on Australia’s energy storage potential, Wood Machenzie’s research director,
Power and Renewables, Ravi Manghani said
the country is increasingly becoming an “important front-of-the-meter market.”
The South Australian government in 2017

Even as some electric utilities are looking to
procure energy storage for renewable integration and deferral applications, majority of the
market opportunities in the near term exist in
the form of off-take agreements or merchant
participation. Wood Machenzie sees a “sizable
pipeline of projects” announced and under con-

Tesla's has built the world's largest grid-scale energy storage project in South Australia

struction, of over a gigawatt-hour.
“Again these are huge projects, one
400MWh and another 200MWh, announced at
this stage. The next few years will be fascinating for Australia's utility-scale storage as market rules make it easier for storage to
participate and get market revenues,” Manghani said. “We project that Australia front-ofthe-meter storage market will have 2.5 GWh
of cumulative deployments over the five year
period from 2018 to 2025."
n

MAN and ABB launch
3-way energy storage
The Swiss arm of MAN Diesel & Turbo has
agreed with ABB Switzerland to jointly develop, produce and commercialize a threeway Electro-Thermal Energy Storage
system (ETES). Based on so-called ‘charging cycle,’ the ETES uses surplus renewable-electricity to generate heat and cold for
storage in insulated reservoirs.
The stored heat and cold can then be
converted back into electrical energy on demand. It is possible to distribute the stored
cold and heat to different types of consumers, e.g. heat can be transferred to district heating or the food-processing industry
whereas applications for the cold include
cooling data-centers, ice-hockey arenas or
air-conditioning for skyscrapers.
Key elements of ETES are its turbomachinery technology and the process design
of the charging and discharging cycle,
which reflect MAN’s core competences.
Within the charging cycle, ETES uses the
hermetically-sealed turbo compressor
HOFIM to compress the CO2 working fluid
to its supercritical state at typically 140 bar
and ca. 120°C. The system is location-independent and designed to suit various boundary conditions. “ETES is the only storage
system able to store electricity, heat and
cold at the same time and also distribute
them to consumers, which makes it unique,”
Prof. Dr. Hans Gut, managing director of
MAN Diesel & Turbo Schweiz said, pointing out the system’s high overall efficiency,
modular character and its low environmental impact.
n
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GE launches 3D printed upgrade
for GT13E2 turbine
Eager to maintain market share, GE Power has just introduced the new
MXL2 with an additive manufactured, or 3D printed performance upgrade
for the GT13E2 turbine. The new solution is meant to help operators of
gas power plants save up to $2 million in fuel annually.
he MXL2, an upgrade for GT13E2 gas
turbines, uses components made by additive manufacturing. These components
are made with a lightweight configuration
and can be engineered to include advanced cooling channels, improving output and efficiency
The breakthrough technology is capable of
reducing component cooling requirements by
up to 25%, increasing output up to 21 MW in a
combined-cycle configuration. It also achieves
additional efficiency up to 1.6%in a combined-

T

3D printed turbine heat-shields

cycle configuration and delivering maintenance
intervals of up to 48,000 hours.
Apart from fuel savings, the new MXL2
gives power plant operators the possibility to
achieve additional revenue of up to $3 million
annually in new generating capacity. According
to GE, the upgrade underpins the manufacturer's
commitment “to keep its mature fleets competitive in today’s very dynamic marketplace.”
Hit by a slump in new business, notably in
terms of large turbine sales, GE Power is now
seeking to earn revenue with upgrades, maintenance deals and plant digitalization.
Though GE hails the capability of its HA
turbine technology to enable “unprecedented
levels of efficiency”, sales in this turbine segment has slumped worldwide.
The HA turbine, debuted in 2016, has to
date clocked up more than 118,000 operating
hours, with 76 units ordered by more than 25
customers. The 26th HA unit just began operation at the CPV Towantic Energy Center in
Oxford, Connecticut.
n

Siemens launches performance
upgrade for SGT-800 gas turbines
Siemens has introduced a new SGT-800 performance enhancement that
is applicable to all existing SGT-800 units with 43-47.5-MW ratings. For
turbines in simple-cycle mode, the upgrade offers up to 3.5% efficiency
increase and an additional 10 MW output which boosts the installed
capacity of a 47.5 MW unit to up to 53 MW.
or combined cycle applications, the
enhancement could result in a power
increase of more than 20 MW and
a 3.5% lower heat rate, based on a
combined cycle 2xSGT-800 and one steam
turbine. The heat rate improvement contributes to both fuel savings and CO2 emission reductions.
Siemens said the evolutionary upgrades are
based on operating experience and optimized
design of all later versions of the SGT-800. In
this case, an improved compressor blade design is included for increased aerodynamic performance, along with optimized gas path mass
flow and component cooling in the turbine section. The combined upgrades are designed to
produce only a moderate increase in combustion chamber firing temperature. Installation of
the upgrade is preferably done in conjunction
with a scheduled major overhaul.

F

With its portfolio of digital service solutions, Siemens is recommending its customers
to move from traditional fixed-interval maintenance based on Equivalent Operating Hours
(EOH) to tailored maintenance plans in conjunction with this upgrade. A FlexLTP with a
tailored maintenance plan gives users access to
specific OEM knowledge and advanced optimization technologies that can support extended time between overhauls.
Over the last six years the SGT-800 has
been the market-leading gas turbine for combined cycle applications in its power range,
with more than 350 turbines sold to date. The
latest 2017 upgrade offers an output of 57 MW
and an electrical efficiency of more than 40%
in simple-cycle application. In a combined
cycle configuration, with 2xSGT-800 and one
steam turbine, the power output of the new unit
is 163 MW at a net efficiency of 58.6%.
n
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JAC-series gas turbine
surpasses 8,000 hours
of commercial
operation
Mitsubishi Hitachi Power Systems (MHPS)
announced a JAC-series gas turbine, using
enhanced air cooling, has surpassed 8,000
cumulative hours of combined-cycle operation at the Takasago power plant in Japan.
Exceeding this mark is taken as an industry
benchmark for demonstrating a turbine's reliability.
The original J-series turbine, launched
in 2009, achieved 8,000 hours of commercial operation in 2011. To improve efficiency and operability, MHPS developed an
air-cooled combustor with Tohoku Electric
which resulted in the JAC gas turbine. To
further improve the JAC, MHPS then developed the ‘enhanced air cooling’ system
that just achieved 8,000 hours of commercial operation.
"Enhanced Air Cooling takes our JAC to
the next level, and establishes the JAC's position as the new industry standard. In 1x1
combined cycle configuration, a 60 Hz JAC
power plant will now have a generating capacity of over 600 MW, providing over
64% fuel efficiency and 99.5% reliability,”
commented MHPS executive vice president
and CTO Akimasa Muyama.
Top market share for orders
According to the U.S.-based McCoy
Power Report, thus far in 2018 the JAC had
more megawatts of orders than any other
product, and that MHPS had more
megawatts of orders in 2018 than all other
vendors combined.
Worldwide, a total of 55 J/JAC turbines
have been ordered and an additional 16
technically selected by power generation
customers. Among them, 28 J-series turbines are now in commercial operation, accumulating over 600,000 hours of operation
and having demonstrated third party verified reliability of 99.3%.
n
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GE highlights future of smart
grids in Sub-Saharan Africa
As African governments seek to boost electrification levels, a GE
whitepaper evaluates the role of smart technology to transform grids
and the way energy is generated, distributed, traded, managed and
stored. Today’s key challenges in Sub-Saharan Africa are inadequate
power generation and more significantly, low levels of electrification
caused by faulty, aged or wrong setup of transmission and distribution
infrastructure.
igital transformation – applied to
Sub-Saharan Africa – could help
deliver efficient, affordable and reliable electricity to consumers. In
the whitepaper Digitization of Energy Transmission & Distribution in Africa, GE is describing a grid solutions six-step process that is
designed to help utilities along the digitization
journey of their energy infrastructure.
According to the whitepaper, co-authored
by Frost & Sullivan, smart grids will play a key
role in the region. They could facilitate smooth
integration of renewable energy sources; promote interoperability between all types of
equipment; enable the growth of distributed
generation, support demand-side management;
and provide flexibility and visibility of the
entire grid.
• Smart grids support real-time or deferred
bi-directional data transmission that that
allows TSOs to effectively manage their
grid, empowers electric utilities to reduce
costs for power generation, and enhances
reliability of supply.
• Wide Area Monitoring and Control ensures
visibility into the power systems to observe
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the performance of grid components. This
allows for cost-savings derived from
predictive maintenance and self-diagnosis.
• Smart technology like Intelligent Electronic
Devices (IEDs), advanced metering infrastructure and grid automation ensure seamless transition and integration of renewable
power sources or micro-grids where necessary; predictive maintenance in distributed
grids to reduce outages; and effective
revenue management.
“Transmission and distribution networks are
seen to be the weakest links in Africa’s power
systems and hence represent a huge opportunity area for improvement,” Lazarus Angbazo,
CEO, GE’s Grid Solutions business, Sub Saharan Africa said, stressing the need to “move beyond simply maintaining and repairing aged
infrastructure.”
“To truly advance the power sector, a holistic approach needs to be adopted,” he said,
suggesting by utilizing internet of things (IoT)
technology, the smarter grids help converge
operating technology (OT) with information
technology (IT), while incorporating distributed generation and energy storage.
n
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Capex in U.S. power
grids up 54% driven by
upgrades, smart grids
Major American utilities, representing about
70% of total U.S. electric load, have nearly
doubled their capital investment in power
distribution systems. Spending on grid expansions and upgrades has risen 54% over
the past two decades, rising from $31 billion
to reach $51 billion annually.
The electricity distribution system works
to decrease voltage from high-power transmission lines and to deliver electricity to
homes and businesses. Costs for power distribution systems in the U.S. is affected by
the number of customers served, the amount
of electricity sold, the number of miles of
electric distribution wire installed (line
miles), and the maximum amount of load on
the lines at one time (peak load).
Capital investment accounts for the largest
share of distribution costs as utilities work to
upgrade aging equipment. According to a
2015 U.S. Department of Energy report, 70%
of power transformers are 25 years of age or
older, 60% of circuit breakers are 30 years or
older, and 70% of transmission lines are 25
years or older. Poles, wires, and substation
transformers are being upgraded with advanced materials and new technology to better withstand extreme weather events, to
allow easier frequency and voltage control
during system emergencies, and to accommodate greater use of variable renewable
generation (customer-sited wind and solar).
Over the past decade, investment in overhead poles, wires, devices, and fixtures such
as sensors, relays, and circuits has risen by
69%, and spending on substation transformers
and other station equipment has increased by
35%. Investment in customer meters has more
than doubled over the past decade as utilities
have upgraded customer meters to smart meters that can be accessed remotely, communicate directly to utilities, and support smart
consumption and pricing applications using
real-time or near real-time electricity data.
Operations and maintenance (O&M) expenses have surged as electric distribution systems experience stress from several factors,
including more customers, variable generation, and the effects of storms, wildfires, and
flooding. Managing a grid with increasing
amounts of customer-sited variable generation
increases wear and tear on the distribution
equipment that is required to maintain voltage and frequency within acceptable limits
and to manage excessive heating of transformers during reverse power flow.
n

MAN 45/60

THE GAME CHANGER

New standards in power plant efciency
Lowest fuel consumption and highest power density in class, full emission compliance, lower
operating costs, faster installation, smaller footprint and less maintenance. The game-changing
technology of the MAN 45/60 engine creates new, protable opportunities in liquid fuel power
generation and allows power plant owners and operators to meet the challenges of the future today.
Learn more at 4560.mandieselturbo.com
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GENSSIS project secures £727m funding for gravity storage
Energy SRS and partners have secured £727,000 in funding from Innovate UK to develop phase-2 of a gravitational energy storage. Dubbed GENSSIS, this prototype bundles the knowledge of industry and academia
to deliver a gravitational storage prototype, ready for testing in 2019.
s the power grid accommodates increasing supply from renewables,
the need for reliable back up power
keeps growing, with storage technology widely seen as “the linchpin technology
of the future” – vital to help manage power
system inertia.
The GENSSIS project works on a simple
principle; raise a large mass using electrical
power (surplus power when available) thus
storing energy, and lower it when the stored energy is required to regenerate electricity. This

A

weight is lowered under gravity, to create kinetic energy which can be converted into electricity. The theory is simple, however
development, construction, testing, and commercialisation of a viable, large scale, utility,
installation will require new knowledge, skills
and processes.
The project, led by Energy SRS, was established and conceptualized in 2015. Phase
1 was completed in March of 2018. The current phase 2 started in July and will prepare
advanced designs to enable a 1.2 MWh proto-

type for testing early next year. The additional five partners UK Power Reserve, PR
Marriott Drilling, Caley Offshore Systems,
Bayliss Consulting, and the University of
Bristol are all providing knowledge and guidance to the project. This multi-disciplined industrial and academic partnership has given
the project the theoretical and practical
grounding, with McGrath saying he is “grateful to the project’s partners for their input in
the process so far and excited to see phase
two kick off.”
n

Wärtsilä, Hyundai
partner on second-life
EV batteries

Highview Power operates world’s
first grid-scale LAES plant
The world’s first liquid air energy storage
(LAES) plant has been launched by Highview Power at Bury, near Manchester. Supported by £8 million in UK government
funding, the 5MW/15MWh LAES plant is
the first operational LAES demonstration
plant at grid-scale, providing backup electricity supply that is being utilized by the demand response aggregator KiWi Power.
Developed in partnership with Viridor, a
recycling and renewable energy company, the
LAES plant is situated at the Pilsworth landfill gas site at Bury. It builds on proven technology given that the company uses
equipment developed for the conventional oil
& gas industries to liquefy natural gas, store
it in tanks and release it to spin turbines and
produce electricity on demand.
“This plant is the only large scale, true
long-duration, locatable energy storage technology available today, at acceptable cost, said
Gareth Brett, CEO at Highview Power. Striv-

ing for a fast adoption of LAES technology,
Highview Power has embarked on discussions
with utilities who may use LAES technology
to transition to a low-carbon future.
While the demonstration plant at Bury can
provide reserve, grid balancing and regulation services – there are far greater opportunities on the horizon: “LAES technology can
scale to hundreds of Megawatts in line with
the energy demand of urban areas the size of
small towns up to large cities,” he pointed
out. “This means that LAES plants could easily store enough clean electricity generated
by a local windfarm to power a town like
Bury (around 100,000 homes) for many days,
not just a few hours.”
Following the successful launch of the
pilot plant near Manchester, demand response aggregator KiWi Power can now
draw enough electricity from the LAES plant
to power about 5,000 average-sized homes
for around three hours.
n

By 2025, there will be 29 GWh of secondlife electric vehicle (EV) batteries available, far exceeding the size of today’s
stationary storage market with 10 GWh
available for storage application. For
Hyundai Motor Group and Wärtsilä this
presents “a blue ocean in the new energy
business” they aim to capitalize on.
Entering a technology and commercial
partnership, South Korea’s Hyundai Motor
Group and the Finish technology group
Wärtislä will strive to utilize second-life
electric vehicle (EV) batteries for energy
storage.Though the partnership, Hyundai’s
second-life EV batteries will be commercialized in Wärtsilä’s existing customer and
channel networks across 177 countries
globally. Wärtsilä in 2017 sold close to 4
GW of power plants worldwide.
“Energy storage is the logical next step
in the after-market use of EV batteries,”
said Dr. Youngcho Chi, VP Strategy &
Technology and CIO at Hyundai Motor
Group. “By repurposing resource-intensive
products like EV batteries, we eliminate
disposal costs and extend the value of the
R&D investment that goes into manufacturing the technology. Hyundai is strengthening its leadership in clean technology and
sustainability by participating in the new
energy business.”
Hyundai Motor Group is developing of
a 1MWh-level energy storage solution that
utilizes Hyundai IONIQ Electric and Kia
Soul Electric’s second-life battery that has
been implemented at a demonstration project in Hyundai Steel’s factory.
n
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Drones help enhance operational safety in the power sector
Intelligent use of drones in the electric power sector can help utilities enhance the operational safety of
their assets. Routine inspections of boilers, wind turbine blades and power transmission lines can be made
cost-effectively by an unmanned drone – without putting workers at risk.
he height of boilers and electric pylons
present a hazard for carrying out inspections by workers. Prior to using drones,
companies had to build scaffolding or
using extensive ladders to carry out inspections
and routine maintenance. Now, the drone can
simply fly to the location required, take high
definition pictures and allow supervisors to decide whether any manned follow-up work is really necessary.
“Unmanned aviation can mitigate some of
the most-severe risks that workers face in day-
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to-day utility operations and management.
Drones represent a means of conducting inspections more safely and for less money, making the process more efficient and allowing for
more frequent inspections. This makes structures safer and saves companies money in the
long run by heading off potential issues before
they become significant problems,” said Mike
Danielak, director of client services at Skyward, a Verizon company.
Cost savings is another vital aspect:
Manned aircraft for inspecting power transmis-

Skyward's operational platform

sion lines typically cost between $1,000 and
$2,000 per hour, while drones can cost as little
as $200 to $300 per hour to do the work while
collecting even more data.
In the United States alone, there are
200,000 miles of high-voltage transmission
lines and 5.5 million miles of distribution lines
that need periodic inspection. Once the U.S.
Federal Aviation Administration opens up “beyond-visual-line-of-sight” regulations, utilities
can service hundreds of thousands of miles of
transmission lines and millions of miles of distribution lines more quickly and efficiently by
using drones.
“While drones tend to get most of the attention, it’s really the software that powers many
of the operational advances. Drones are great at
flying, but energy and utility companies are
also investing in software to make sense of all
those photographic, thermal, infrared, and geographic information system data gathered by
sensors and cameras mounted on drones,”
commented Danielak.
Operations management software, such as
Skyward, allows for flight planning and accurate data reporting. Many inspection sites reside in controlled airspace so it’s crucial for
utility companies to obtain proper permission
before drones take off.
n

GE supplies world’s largest Wide Area Monitoring System to India
GE Power has commissioned of the first leg of a grid-stabilization project by handing over a Wide Area Monitoring System (WAMS) to Power Grid Corporation of India Ltd (PGCIL) for the Northern Grid. The Indian electricity network is the world’s largest synchronized grid with a capacity of 363 GW, and Northern Grid is
committed to digitizing its power system.
tage-1 of the grid-stabilization project
enables PGCIL to monitor power flow
across 110 substations in the area of the
Northern Grid and respond to fluctuations within a fraction of a second. This quick
response will be critical in addressing power
demand-supply imbalances and help integrate
renewable energy sources. India’s northern
grid covers nine control centers, namely Punjab, Haryana, Rajasthan, Delhi, Uttar Pradesh,
Uttarakhand, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu &
Kashmir and Chandigarh.
When fully commissioned, this new WAMS
solution will be the world’s largest comprised
of 1,184 Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs)
and 34 control centers across India, 350 substations in the national grid. The solution will obtain input data 25 times per second from all the
PMUs installed (as compared to conventional
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SCADA, sampling once in nearly 5 seconds).
The system provides users with real time views
on geographic displays, analytics and the capacity to store 500 TB of data. It will also fully
secure the grid from any cyber security threat,
incorporating the latest firewall policies.

Blackout spurred grid digitalization
In July 2012, India suffered the world’s biggest
power blackout due to a grid failure which impacted more than 620 million people across 22
states. An expert committee, formed by the
government to minimize the risk of a grid failure, recommended the implementation of a
Wide Area Monitoring System (WAMS) solution to measure the dynamic state of the grid
and detect the onset of any unstable oscillation
event. Bids were invited by PGCIL for installing 1184 Phasor Measurement Units at 351

substations and 34 control centers across India,
with nearly 70% of the project cost funded by
the India’s ministry of power.
In January 2014, GE Transmission & Distribution (formerly Alstom T&D) was awarded
a $52.2 million contract to install WAMS
across all five regional grids of north, south,
east, west and northeast India. This contract required to a very large number of Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) and three layers
(State-Region-National) of control and monitoring systems, hence the firmware of GE
PMU (P847) was redesigned to meet the new
standard IEEE C37.118-2011/2014.
Subsequently, the development and testing
of the new software and substation devices was
undertaken by GE teams from India, the UK
and USA supported by PGCIL teams during a
two year timeframe.
n
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Coaxing algae to produce more lipid feedstock for biofuels
Synthetic Genomics and ExxonMobil have worked
together to turn algae into a low-emission transportation fuel for a number of years. Ongoing works in lab
work are envisaged to lead to the technical ability to
produce 10,000 barrels of algae biofuel per day by
2025.
he two companies first started working
together back in 2009 and their R&D focuses has been how to coax algae into
producing more lipid fats which serve as
feedstock that can be turned into low-emission
fuels for transportation. Hence, boosting lipid
production will be a major step in turning
algae into a commercially successful energy
source.
The challenge is making algae affordable
and scalable for use as a transportation fuel.
The new research also involves a farm in
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California. There, over
the next couple of years,
researchers will farm
algae at a much larger
scale than the samplesize quantities used in labs so far. The combination of the ongoing work in the lab and
upcoming studies in the field together could
lead to the technical ability to produce 10,000
barrels of algae biofuel per day by 2025.
On the farm, researchers will work on understanding fundamental engineering parame-

Researchers on the biofuels farm

ters, including viscosity and flow, which cannot be easily replicated in the lab. This work
will lead to understanding on how to scale the
technology.
The goal for the future is to create a viable
resource that could one day help meet the
world’s energy needs.
n

Use of RNG on the rise to meet EPA’s fuel requirements
Renewable natural gas (RNG), derived from biogas collected at landfills, is getting increasingly used to meet
fuel production targets set out by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA). About 189 million gallons
of RNG were consumed last year to meet about 82% of federal targets, set specifically for cellulosic biofuel.
iofuels are being promoted as part of
the EPA’s Renewable Fuel Standard
(RFS) program and the agency proposed a rule earlier this year to determine 2018 renewable volume obligations. For
two categories – advanced biofuel and cellulosic biofuel – volume obligations were
slightly reduced from 2017 levels, but total
volumes will remain largely unchanged.
As of June 30, 2017, approximately 50 facilities were registered with EPA to produce
RNG – “a number that is likely to increase
given announced capacity additions,” analysts
at the Energy Information Administration commented.
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Processing biogas to natural gas
Industry is increasingly using RNG to meet the
cellulosic biofuel requirement, which via a
2014 EPA rule was expanded to include biogas
consumed as compressed natural gas (CNG).
LNG produced at landfills, municipal
wastewater treatment facility digesters, agricultural digesters, and separated municipal solid
waste digesters, is also included. According to
EIA figures, the combined production of liquefied RNG and compressed RNG grew from 33
million gallons of ethanol equivalent in 2014 to
189 million gallons last year.
By 2018, the EPA projects 238 million gal-

lons of cellulosic biofuel will be produced, of
which 221 million gallons as CNG or LNG derived from renewable natural gas.

Equalizing the energy content
All these biogases are then processed to be
indistinguishable from pipeline-quality natural
gas.
In terms of gas quality, landfill biogas typically has an energy content of about 500
British thermal units per standard cubic foot
(Btu/scf), which is about half the average energy content of natural gas. Therefore, RNG is
often mixed with higher energy-dense gases
such as propane to increase its heat content and

achieve pipeline-quality natural gas.
Renewable natural gas can be used to fuel
CNG and LNG vehicles that would otherwise
run on diesel. Though increasing over time, the
market for CNG- and LNG-fueled vehicles still
represents a fraction (0.16% in 2016) of total
natural gas consumption.
The cost of RNG production are generally
higher than for natural gas, so its demand is
primarily based on regulation that sees renewables as a way to help meet emission reduction
targets. Hence, there is a risk that supportive
regulation will be withdrawn as part of the shift
of the Trump administration in favour of traditional fuels, notably coal and nuclear.
n
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